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Dr. Gary A. Ransdell is inaugurated ninth WKU president
Dr. Gary A. Ransdell was officially installed as Western Kentucky University' s ninth President
at special outdoor ceremonies friday, May 8 at the Amphitheatre of
the Ivan Wilson Center for Fine
Arts. Braving gusting winds and
threatening clouds, about 1,500
people gathered to witness the
ceremony, which was the culmination of week-long activities celebrating excellence as its theme.
Fo llowing greetings from such
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton, Rep.
Jody Richards, Kentucky's
spea ker of the house, and other
state, local and university officials,
Dr. Ransdell gave a vision fo r
Western that builds on its past.
"Our capacity to achieve this
University's full potential will, in
large measure, be d etennined by
the degree to which we are able to
define those things which make
Western distinctive and special in
the hearts of all who have passed
tbis--SQ!onnade, and those things
which iiifubit us and hold us
back," Dr. Ransdell said. "Since
my appointment on Sept. 12, 1
have been consumed with mea ~
suring the past and in contemplat~
ing the future."
Dr. Ransdell pledged to trans~
fonn Western into a university of
national prominence, and the first
priority will be academic qual~
ity-strength of faculty, students
and curriculum. "Ours is a com~
mitment to outstanding teaching,
relevant research, regional part~
nerships, and educating the whole
student," he said.
Each freshman dass must
achieve increased academic quality and diversity, Dr. Ransdell
said. "Our challenge is to increase
our applicant pool, accept a con~
sistent number of students from

Peggy Loafman, Chair of the WKU Board of Regents, is among the first to
congratulate Dr. Gary Alan Ransdell with the WKU Medallion at Inauguration
Ceremonies Mily 8.
that larger pool, and develop the
scholarship and financial aid ca-

pacity through public and private
resources to allow us to recruit

and matriculate the best among
those which we accept. "
The second priority, he said, is
enhancing the overall Western experience for everyone in the West~
em fami ly, "from the newest fresh~
man to the oldest alumnus, from
instructor to endowed chair holder,
from campus resid ent to city and
state leader. The Western experi~
ence will be shaped by curriculum,
facilities, programming, attitude,
spirit and success."
That Western experience will be
key to Western's mission of being
nationally competitive, especially
at the undergraduate level, and to
provide the most service to the c iti ~
zens of Kentucky.
"We want to be defined by the
value we add to the credentials of
those students who access us and
to the collegiate experience w hich
produces the kind of informed and
dedicated citizen this country so
desperately needs," he said.
Dr. Ransdell said Western will be
guided by a succinct vision and
mission, recent legislati on in Frank~
fort and an institutional review
commissioned by the University's
Board of Regents to draw a road
map by which future progress will
be measured. That progress will in~
dude meeting a series of goals by
June 30, 2003 such as:
"Achieving national prominence
in the University's programs of dis~
tinction;
"Increasing the average ACT
composite scores and grade~point
averages of incoming freshmen;
"Increasing the percentage of entering freshman from the top 10
percent of their high school class;
"Increasing the number of students and faculty engaged in inter~
national learning experiences;
Continued on page three

WKU 143rd Commencement revives tradition with outdoor ceremony
At Spring Commencement exer~
cises May 16, WKU conferred
nearly 1,800 degrees, and newly~
Inaugurated President Gary A.
Ransdell told grads about new be~
ginnings.
"Learning is an unending pro~
cess that continues throughout our
lives,· Dr. Ransdell told the gradu~
ates assembled in L.T. Smith Sta~
dium. "U you graduate today with
one lesson leamed, it should be
that your education should not end
with your graduation. We live in a
world in which knowledge is being
created every day. As you leave

the structu red environment of the
University, commit yourself to
leaming at least one new thing ev~
ery day."
Dr. Ransdell said the graduates
have completed a chapter in their
life story, and that Westem will a l~
ways be a part of that story.
"You are now the author," he
said. "You are moving on to write
the next chapter. As of this mo~
ment, you have new options in life
which you did not have yesterday."
Today's 143rd Commencement
marked the first time that Western
has held spring commencement

exercises outside. The last out~
door commencement was in Au~
gust 1981.
Commencement was also
marked by the presence of the
university mace, which was first
used Or. Ransdell's inauguration
last week .
Nine students received special
recognition as honor graduates.
Scholar of the College designation
is reserved for the student(s) with
the highest grade-paint average in
that academic college. The Ogden
Trustees' Award goes to the

student(s) with a perfect 4.0 GPA

with all coursework completed at
Westem. They were
Rebecca Powers Leach ,
Scholar of the Potter College of
Arts, Humanities and Social Sci~
ences . Leach , of Hartford, is a his~
tory and religious studies major.
She is married to Dwight Leach and
is the daughter of Lorene and the
late Julian Powers .
Janie Slaven, Ogden Trustees'
Award and Scholar of the Potter
College. Slaven , of Stearns, is an
English major and the daughter of
Donald and Valda Slaven.

Continued on page two
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Regents approve $142 million budget
The Western Kentucky University Board of Regents May 15 approved a $142 million budget for
1998-99.
The budget represents an increase of $11 million over the 199798 budget and includes $2.7 million for cost-of-living (1.7 percent)
and merit pay (2.3 percent) increases and faculty salary market
adjustments (1.4 percent).
In his recommendation, WKU
President Gary Ransdell said the
budget represents a new way of
thinking in the administration of
the University's budget.
"Underpinning this budget is the
commitment to modify budget administration to accommodate
grea ter empowerment at the budget center level," Dr. Ransdell said.
Individual departments will have

the incentive to wisely use their
budgets by being able to carry forward fund balances at the end of
the year, he said.
Dr. Ransdell said the increase in
state appropriation (3.5 percent)
and tuition (6.4 percent) "do not
provide sufficient funding to accomplish what we believe needs to
be accomplished at Western." and
that continued fund-raising efforts
will be key for the University.
In other business, the board:
"Approved the purchase of property on Kentucky Street and 14th
Street for a total of $100,000. The
buildings will be razed and the
property held for future development or green space.
"Approved deeding 0.7 acres of
the football practice field to Bowl-

ing Green Municipal Utilities for
the construction of an electrical
substation.
"Approved allocating $1.2 million from the University reserve
for campus improvements, including sidewalks, curbs, roads and
parking lot maintenance.
"Approved the creation of a Master of Arts in Education for school
administration.
"Named two University Distinguished Professors. They are Dr.
Julia Roberts, a professor in the
School of Integrative Studies in
Teacher Education and head of the
Center for Gifted Studies, and Dr.
Richard V. Salisbury, a professor of
history and Latin American studies specialist.

• Approved a resolution of appreciation for Dr. James Ramsey,
fonner vice president for finance
and administration and Kentucky
budget director. Dr. Ramsey recently accepted the position of vice
chancellor for administration at
the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill .

Franklin Bank & Trust
establishes WKU
lecture series
A $32,500 gift from Franklin

Bank and Trust Co. will fund the
WKU Leon Page Business Leadership

Series .
The series recognizes Page,
chairman and one of the bank's
founders, and his contributions to
the bank, said Gary Broady, president of Franklin Bank and Trust.
The series will be an outreach effort to provide ideas, applications
and interesting programs to individuals and community leaders
seeking to better their organizations. Multiple lectures will be produced annually in Bowling Green
and Franklin.
The first lecture w as held in May
by Dr. Cletus C. Coughlin•..YLce_
preSident of the Fed eral ReserveSt. Louis, who spo keon the o rig ins, responses and consequences
of the Asian crisis.
"We are very p leased for the opp ortunity to co-sponsor the lecture
series w ith the College of Busi ness," Broad y sa id. "We hope this
series will be of benefit to students, faculty and the area busin ess com m u nity."

On Campus
Winner of

1997 Grand Award
for Program Improvement

Spring Commencement '98
Con linued from page one
Faron Webb, Ogden Trustees'
Award and Scholar of the Potter
College. Webb, of Leitchfield , is a
social studies major and the son of
Marion and Judy Webb.
Deidra McCrocklin, Scholar of
the College of Business Administration. McCrocklin, of Hartford, is
an accounting major and the
daughter of Robert and Betty
McCrocklin.
Christie Lashae Cook, Ogden
Trustees' Award and Scholar of the
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences. Cook, of
Clarksville, Tenn. , is an early elementary grades education major

a mechanical engineering technology major and the son of Rick and
Kathi Tedder.
Jenna Medlin, Scholar of the
Ogden College. Medlin, of Bow~
i"g Green, is a geography major
and the daughter of Rick and Janie
Medlin.
Three faculty members were
also honored. Dr. Karen
Westbrooks of Educational Leadership received the Award of Excellence in Teaching . Dr. Robert
Holman of Chemistry received the
Award for Excellence in Research/
Creativity. Nancy Baird of Ubrary
Special Collections received the
Award for Excellence in Public
Service.

and the daughter of Burford and
Willie Mae Cook.
Tara Blankenship. Ogden Trustees' Award and Scholar of the
Ogden College of Science, Technology and Health. Blankenship, of
Scottsville, is a nursing major.
She is married to Matt Blankenship
and is the daughter of Harold and
Joyce Walker.
Dawn Garrett, Ogden Trustees'
Award and Scholar of the Ogden
College. Garrett, of Bowling
Green, is a nursing major and the
daughter of Paula Garrett.
Brad Tadd.r, Ogden Trustees'
Award and Scholar of the Ogden
College. Tedder, of Farmington, is
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Council for the Advancement
and Support of
Education - Kentucky
(CASE-KI
Advancement Awards
Program
1997 Blue Pencil

Awards of Excellence
in Employee Newsletter
and Feature Writing
Ky. Association
of
Government Communicators

On Campus is a publication for the Western community,
produced by the Office of University
Relations.
We invite faculty and staff
to send us your professional
adhievements and story ideas. We
invite you to submit stories. Contact
Sheila Eison, Editor. 745-5380.
sheila.eison®Wku.edu.
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Gone fishin'!

Special guests for An Evening of Celebration and Reflection were this year's retirees at the annual banquet May 12 in Downing University
Center.
President Gary A. Ransdell recognized this year's group, which included:
front row, left to right James Cecil Webb, Facilities Management; Terry Keith, Facilities Management; Dwight Pounds , Music; George
Dillingham , History; Suzi Faulkner, University Relations; Mary Sample, College Heights Foundation;
second row: Herbert Simmons, Teacher Education ; Janet Schwarzkopf, English; Curtis Wilkins, Chemistry; Earl Pearson , Chemistry;
Linda Holt, International Programs; Jane Hulshart, Bookstore;
third row: Sue Montgomery, Food Services ; Joseph Uveges, Government; Richard Troutman, History: Jerry Boles, Community College;
Janice Masannat, University Libraries;
fourth row: Mary Hazzard, Nursing: Ray Biggerstaff, Public Health; Carroll Wells, Mathematics; Virginia Hanks, Mathematics; Dwight
Cline, Educational Leadership: Peggy Wright, Library.
Not pictured: Patricia Adams, Facilities Management, Deborah Burch , Institutional Research , Kay Parker Carr, Nursing; Annie Cline, Food
Services; Edward Dorman, Physics and Astronomy; Leo Fernandez , Art; Henrietta Gouvas, Bookstore; Jerry Harris, Administrative Computing ; Richard Kirby, Campus Police; Roger Pankratz, Teacher Education; Bill Pegues, Agriculture/University Farm ; Janice Williams, Nursing; and Charles Wolfram , Facilities Management.

Inauguration

A special note to all our WKU retirees:

Continued fro m page one

"Offering at least 10 p rograms
for degrees or certification
through the Commonwealth Virtual University;
""Increasing the
University's combined
endowment and the
number of endowed
faculty positions and
scholarships;
""Increasing private
gift support from $3 million to
$10 million annually; and
·lnvesting $60 million in public
and private assets for new facilities and capital improvements on
the main campus and $20 million
for extended campus facilities.
"This University has spent 92

years cultivating a love affair with
those who have lived and worked
and g rown u p here," Dr. Ransdell
said . "It is time for all generations in the Western family, young and old, and those
of us in the middle, to step
forward and cause Western
to achieve its full potential."
The vision he outlines is
bold, Dr. Ransdell said.
"Our journey will not be
easy, but together we will
achieve," he said. "However hard
it may be, we are a family attuned
to its mission, proud of its past,
and prepared for the future."
(The complete text of Dr.
Ransdell's address is in a special
pull-out section, this issue).

With this issue of On Campus, we have added you to our
mailing lisL
There are more than 600 of you out there! Whewl So we h ope
we have your addresses correct. H not, let us knowl
Cmrenily we are a monthly publication, filled with news
and announcements about happenings in the Western commu~
nity, which includes retired as well as active faculty and staff,
and other friends of the University.
We invite your suggestions for stories, or for ways to improve
On Campus. Please let us know anytime. And we hope you en·
joy the publication.
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Business College receives 1 million+ gift
The Bowling Green College of
Business Administration at Western Kentucky University has received the largest gift commitment
in its history from Leon and Ruby
Mai Page of Franklin.
Two pennanent endowments totaling more than $1 million will be
estab lished to provide support to
the College of Business and its academic programs.
The Leon and Ruby Mai Page Professor of Banking and Financial Planning will be established through a
gift of more than $500,000 and administered by the Western Kentucky University Foundation. The
endowment will provide funds to

attract and support quality faculty
interested in working with students to bring distinction to
Western's business programs.
The Leon and Ruby Mai Page
Scholarship Fund will be established through a gift of $500,000
and be administered by the College Heights Foundation. The endowment will provide scholarship
support for graduates of FranklinSimpson High School pursuing a
degree within the College of Business. An award will be made annually and will provide full tuition
- a nd the University's allotment for:
room, meals and books.
Leon Page is a 1943 graduate of
the Bowling Green Business University, which merged with West-

Left to rigllt: Dean of tile WKU Bowling Green College of Business Administration, Dr.
Robert Jefferson, WKU President, Dr. Gary A. Rnnsdell, and Mr. Leon Page.

ern to become the Bowling Green
College of Business Administration. He is an emeritus member of
Western's Business Executive Advisory-Council and is-the_chainnan
of the board of Franklin Bank and
Trust Co., a bank he helped found
in 1958.
"It is my desire for the Bowling

Green College of Business Administration of Western Kentucky University to be one of the best, if not
the best, business colleges in the
country," been Page said. "1 was
fortunate to graduate from the
Bowling Green Business University in 1943, which had such a
reputation. Hopefully, these two

Ribbon-cutting for the Community College

During Inauguration Week in May, ribbon-cutting ceremonies were held at the new location of the WKU Community College at the
South Campus on Nasfroille Road. Watch for a future story all about the Community College and an interview with its Dean, Dr.
Paul Rice, pictured above.
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endowments will help bring this
about."
WKU President Gary A. Ransdell
said the gifts are evidence of the
role the Pages have in the community.
"In the short time I've known
him, I have come to value the significant leadership Leon Page has
displayed in Franklin and Simpson
County," Dr. Ransdell said. "These
marvelous philanthropiC gestures
demonstrate his and Ruby Mars
commitment to good business, to
our area of the state and to Western."
Robert W. Jefferson, dean of the
College of Business Administration, said: "Leon Page's life and career illustrate both the value of
education and commitment to
achievement and quality. This gift
demonstrates Leon and Ruby
Mai's recognition and support for
education and leadership development of future students and business leaders. We are pleased to
have this type of support for our
continuing quality improvement
efforts."
Dr. Dero G. Downing, president
of the College Heights Foundation,
said that "Leon Page "has been a
valued friend for more than half a
century, and I have observed with
admiration the success which he
has achieved in the banking profession."
Dr. Downing said Page is a respected civic leader "who has conSistently given support to programs and activities that add to
the quality of life in his community and throughout the area. Leon
is devoted to his wife, Ruby Mai,
and they have joined in this plan
for expressing their belief in the
importance of education."
In addition to the two named endowments, the Pages have been
granted membership in both the
Henry Hardin Cherry Society and
the Legacy Circle of The Society of
1906. The Cherry SOCiety recognizes cumulative giving of $25,000
or more in support of academic
and educational programs. The
Pages' commitment places them in
the highest of the five levels within
the SOCiety -- the Spirit of Western
level (cumulative gifts of $1 million or more).
The Society of 1906 recognizes
individuals who make Western a
part of their estate plan by including a bequest to the University in
their will, by participating in any
of the lifetime income plans the
University has available, or by
making the University beneficiary
of trusts, retirement plan assets or
insurance policies of which ownership has been aSSigned to the UniverSity. The Legacy Circle recognizes those whose gift commitments exceed $100,000.

On Campus
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Special section: the complete text of the Inauguration Address
by WKU's Ninth President,
Dr. Gary A. Ransdell
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Thank you, Ms. Loafman. Thank
you, to you as Chair o f the Board
of Regents and to your co lleagues
/ on the Boa rd, fo r allow ing me to
gather here in this historic p lace on
this beautiful day and be among
friends, classmates, and colleagues-friends who guide our
c~mpus, community, state, and na-

The complete text of Dr. Gary Alan Ransdell's Inauguration
Address May 8, 1998, Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts Amphitheatre

INAI)GUWA:rION
( l il

./ Celeoratmg
Excellence

tion.

Governor Patton, Speaker Richa rds, Chairman Hardin, Judge
Buchanon, Mayor Reneau distinh"'Uished former preSident~ of Western, Western rehrees, members of
the faculty, colleagues in administration, membe rs o f the staff,
alumni, and, most importantly,
students-all who comprise the
Western family and who have nurtured and cherished the Western
experience. I humbly accept this
opp.ortunity to work with you to
fUIfill the dream of Henry Hardin
Cherry, to be of optimum service
to the Commonwea lth and to
achieve national prominence for
Western.
1 want to publicly thank Dr.
Burch for her servIce during the
months prior to my arrival and for
her. energetic leadership since my
arrIval. As Provost and Vice Presi?ent for Academic Affairs, she has
unportant academic tasks to lead.
She knows her role as Chief Academic Officer. She also knows the
faculty's role is to think for the
university, the President's role is to
speak for the university, and the
Provost's role is to keep the faculty
from speaking too much and the
President from thinking too much!
Thank you, Barbara.

D
Three of the four Western presidents who shaped my values as an
ad ministrator Join me on the stage
today-men who led this great universIty for more than 40 years and
from whose footsteps I can begin
to step out, assured by their support and friendship, and that of
thousands of other men and
women who are themselves leaders in the Western family.
Many of you knew Kelly Thompson better than I, but many of
you may not know the important
~le he ~lay~d ~ instill~g in me,
first, an mstltuhonal spll"it, second,
the value of human relationships
third, the importance of a strong'
base of support that could accommodate any political party, and,
fou rth, the need to develop sound
planning for the buildings and
grounds, which define our campus.
Dero Downing was my president
as a student, and in my first appointment as an employee of Western. No man loves this place more
or better exempli fies the bond
which exists in the Western famiJy
than Dr. Downing. Those values
have been immensely reinforced in
recent months as 1 have listened
and continued to learn from this
man.

.

which has brought me full circlefrom the day in the fall of 1969
when my mother and my father
brought me to Barnes-Campbell
Hall- to this day which they had no
way to envision, but for which their
presence is as real as anyone's here.

I also served under John Minton
when he was first Vice President
and then President. I value him as
a mentor. My educational and
professional decisions were
guided by Dr. Minton. He instilled in me an appreciation of the
~eed for continuous improvement
Ul my own capacities and in the
institution I serve. He also demonstrated, by example, the kind of
relationship which needs to exist
between a student and a campus
leader.
And Don Zacharias, the last
President for whom I worked at
Western. It is from Don Zacharias
that I learned about the immense
scope of higher education and the
lessons to De learned fro m outstanding universities which have
national and international impact.
He also left a lasting impression
on me n;garding the importance
of standUlg by your conviction to
do the right thing, regardless of
how it may be perceived by oth-

My thoughts today are rooted in a
delicate balance between the past
and the future. Few universities in
this nation have as rich and as
unique. a history as this university.
Two .things are eminently important
at thIS moment in time in the life of
Western Kentucky University:
kn?winS where we have been as a
~ruversIty family and in what direchon w.e mus~ Tra~el. Our capacity
to achieve thIS uruversity's full potenti~l will, in large measure, be determmed by the degree to which we
are .ab le to define: tliose things
whIch make Western distinctive and
special in the hearts of all who have
passed this colonnade, and those
things which inhibit us and hold us
back. Since my appointment on
September 12, I have been consumed with measuring the past and
in contemplating the future.

en;.

il, in some way, I can influence
others to the degree to which
these individuals have influenced
me, then my service in this role
will indeed be meaningful.
And, Tom Meredith, your leadership at Western since 1988 has
proVided a firm foundation on
which we can further build this
university over the next seve ral
~ears. I am particularly appreciative of the emergency warni ng
system which you championed a
couple of years ago. It performed
admirably three weeks ago!
I must also thank Paul Look, not
only for his numerous roles over
the years-from faculty member, to
Budget Director, to Interim Pres ident-but also for his service to me
and .to Western this past legislative
seSSIOn.

Of most importance to me personally, however, are the three
people for whom I live each wakmg moment and for whom I am
most grateful: Julie, Patrick, and
Matthew. If you would indulge
me for just a moment, I would like
for these centers of my universe to
stand and allow me to thank them
f~r the meaning they bring to my
life.
~or the balance of my lifetime, I
wIll tre~sure this special day of
symbohsm and honor, this day

We are blessed with a rich history.
Visionary leaders before us have
blended geography, architecture,
curriculum, and passion to create a
physical presence, an intellectual
strength, and a spirit which makes
this university unique. Henry
Hardin Cherrr.'s dreams and virtues, Ed Didd e's red towel, and
Kelly Thompson's buckeyes-things
that define our character and that
deserve our nurturing that are
uniquely Western, like the architecture which crowns this Hill, like the
Kentucky Museum, or our public
broadcasting capacities, or these
grounds, or the symbol of the most
recent generation of Western students: Big Red.
We have been fortunate to have
rallied around leaders whose lives
~ere dedicated to genuine meaning
m the Western experience. Presidents Cherry ancfGarrett had the
~isdom to expand the Western famIly and the Western curriculum by
consummating marriages among
four esteemecf institutions, long be·
~ore mergers and acquisitions were
m vogue.
The State Normal School with its
early roots in Glasgow is the forerunner of our College of Education,
our historical strength as a leader in
the preparation of teachers and educators in the Commonwealth.
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Our Ogden College of Science,
Technology, and Health is sustained through the Ogden College
Foundation and in the legacy of
Ogden College which became
part of Western in 1928. This
marriage in large measure set the
standard. fo r We.stern's continuing
str:ength In the hfe and physical
sciences.

JJ
P~tter

College for young ladies,
whIch became part of Western in
1909, set a standard for excellence
in the Arts and Humanities which
today is pervasive throughout
our fine liberal arts and social sciences curricula.
The Bowling Green Business
University, wnich for years produced leaders of business and
cap.tains of industry across this
nahon, has served as a pillar of
strength for Western's Bow ling
G~e~n Co.lleg~ of B.usiness Admmlstratlon SUlce ItS merger with
Western in 1963.
Four independent institutions
paving the way for four undergraduate ~olleges at Western Kent~cky UnIversity. Unique in
higher education? Yes. Special in
the hearts and minds of those
alumni who now embrace Western? You bet!
My pledge to all who helped
shape our rich history is to work
diligently with present and future
faculty, staff, students, and constituents, to cherish and nurture
those things which define our
character and make us special.
I am equally dedicated, however, to change-to helping us
identify habits, maybe even some
traditions-which may limit our
capacity to see as Henry Hardin
Cfterry told Kelly Thompson,
"Beyond this Hill and the borders
of this community and state."
Procedures and methods which
for years have determined how
this university conducts its business will have little to do with
how we conduct our affairs in the
future.
For the past six months, I have
been. ~eet~g with the faculty, the
administratIon, and the staff, in
every academic and administrative department across this campus. lnave met with constituency groups and community
leaders in most of the major
popul~tion cente~s throughout
our pnmary serv ice area In Kentu~ky, and I've met individually
WIth benefactors and prospective
benefactors who are in a position
to shape Western's future.

.,.

Having met with nearly every
employee on this campus and numerous constituents off campus, I
now have a fee l for our collective
dreams and aspirations-as well as
our frustrations and concerns,
and we have a healthy dose of
both.

On Ca mpus

I believe you share m y ambition
to transform Western into a univers ity of national p romi':lence. I
bel ieve you share my desire to ensure empowerment and authority
among OUT faculty and staff,. t~ create incentives for sound decisIOns,
both financial and programmatic,
to replace complacency with authority, to encourage those with
newfound authority to take the
initiative.
An English writer once wrote a
story about a janitor at S~. P~ter's
Church in London. The Jarutar
was dismissed from his duties for
being illite!ate. Jobless, ~he n:an
invested his meager savmgs m a
tiny tobacco shop. Soon he prospered, bought another, expanded,
ended up with a chain of tobacco
stores and accumuJated considerable wealth. One day the man's
banker said, "You've done well for
an illiterate. I wonder where you
would be if you could read and
write?" "Well," replied the man,
''I'd still be the janitor at S1. Peter's
Church."

Western Kentucky University

the best minds is 0 help our SOCiety
achieve its best. Excellence has
value in its implications for the
greater good of soc i e~y. On~ brH[jant mind can conceive an Idea,
but it is the university which will
ensu re that society is served by its
birth.
Faculty development must be
comp lemented by the conunitment
to vigorous recruitment of students
who are exceptional. Facu lty and
students together challeng~ each
other's dreams and capaClhes.
These commitments-faculty development and student recruitmentare not new to Western, but the
vigor with which they are pursued
must be rekindled.
Our second priority is enhancing
the overall Western experience for
everyone in the Western family,
from the newest freshman to the
oldest alumnu s, from instructor to
endowed Chair holder (and we will
get a few of those), from campus
resident to city and state leader.
The Western experience w ill be
shaped by curnculu m, facilities,
programming, attitude, spirit, and
access.

Embedded in that marvelous
story are all the ingredients which
I believe to be necessary for syccess in any endeavor. These mOur transformation will occur
elude opportunity, challenge, adthrough a renewal of ou r physical
. aptation to change, hard work,
campus, through the building of an
persistence, confidence, a sense of endowment, through the w isdom
purpose~ a sen.se of h um~~, disciof our Governor and legis lature
pline, faith, pnde, and VISiOn.
who underst~d t.he p n orities of
These are requisite characteristics
higher education in the Common·
for success wnether we are referwealth, through budgetary emf owring to individuals, universities, or erment, through distribu tlon 0
nations. They will be essential to
campus authority, thr~ug~ the
our journey at Western.
nourishment of our hlstoncal val·
ues, and through our Extended
Our first priority in that journey Campus and Distance Learning cais academic quality-strength of
pacitIes.
faculty, students, and curriculum.
Ours IS a commitment to outstandOur resolve to enhance the Westing teaching, rel~vant research, ~ ern experience must, however, fogional partnerships, and educatmg cus on the freshman class, those
the whole student.
who access Western through its
Main Campus. The collegIate caIf our vision is to become the
reer at Western should be the greatbest co mprehensive undergraduest learning experience of a
ate university in the Commonstudent's life, with the best in
wealth, and to be among the best
scholarly and social and recrein the nation, then that vision must ational opportunities. The exbe anchored today, as it was in the change of human ideas and ideals
early years of Western, ~ith excep- and intellectual discourse between
tional faculty and excephonal stu- students and faculty must continue
dents. Our faculty is, and has
to be the hallmark of the Western
been, the bedrock of this HilL If
experience.
any coUege or university is to be
great, its faculty must lead. the way
Each freshman class must achieve
toward that greatness. !hIS reincreased academic quality as well
quires continued attenhon to the
as demographic, geographi~, rac.ial,
development of that faculty, mak- international, and gender diversity.
ing the difficult choices, and reach- Our challenge is to increa~ our aping for the balanced meritocracy of plicant pool, accept a conslStent
superior talent, intellect, and valnumber of students from that larger
ues.
pool, and develop the ~holarship
and financial aid capaClty through
Our faculty and our students
publiC and private resources to almust pursue what Thomas
low us to recruit and matriculate
Jefferson called the most precious
the best among those which we acfreedom: "The freedom to become cept.
unequaL" He made the distinc-.
tion, as we must, between equabty
Students within commuting disof rights and equality of results.
tance of Glasgow, Elizabethtown,
We must nurture, and even vault,
Owensboro, and other regional acour intellectual elite. To encou rage cess pOints will experience Western

th rougb. our collaborative efforts
of the Community College and
Tech Systems in their communities. The emergence of. the S ommon wealth Virtual Umverslty
and Western's leadership role in
its creation will ensure a combina·
tion of meaning ful distance learning courses and degree programs
offered in the convenience of
one's home or office.
Strengthening our academic
quality and enfiancing the Western experience will require the
best of all of us-not just our faculty, administration, and staff but
everyone assembled ~ere today.
It will require four th~gs of. us: to
be Visionar~ to remam "FleXible to
Change, to e dedicated to the
Achievement of Measurable
~ and to Be Diligent in the
Pursuit of Needed Resources.
Such requirements compel us .t<.>
determine what each of us speClhcally can do to enhance this universityand the intellectua!, .cultural, and social opportumhes afforded our students. We must ensure boldness in our curriculum
and quality in our envi~nment.
We must ensure an env lfonment
of giving and receiving, of
thought and thinking, of exposure
to otfie r people, other lands, other
cultu res, and exposure to new
ideas, and new outcomes.
Vision will be essential. We
must consider the demands of the
next generation. We can't predict
what the world will be like when
today's students retire in the year
2050, but we do know that this
world will expect the Western
graduate to be able to read c;md to
analyze, to write well, to t.~nk
critically, to probe, to be VISIonary,
and to be technically competent.
That's what Western does. That's
what our faculty do. That's what
our students should do.
We want to educate teachers
and accountants and journalists
and scientists-and we do that
well. We also want the economists and the sociologists to understand the environment, to be
well rounded, to be able to inspire
others with the written and spoken word. The Western graduate
must be a leader in corporate
America, in education, or in public life.
The educational environment
on this campus is rare. It is rooted
in a strong liberal arts core and
complemented by strengths in the
sciences, yet we are weIr ~ow.n
fo r quality in our commurucahons
and education d isciplines, and fo r
graduates who succeed in business. Ours is a challenge to ensure quality and relevancy in .
scholarship, to ens,;!re the availability of scholarshIps, to ens~re
humanism and relevant application of technology, and to balance
the mental, physica l, and emotional development of oUI students.
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The intens ity with w hich we engage our stu d ents, the c~re with
w h ich faculty tend to thiS funda·
mental engagement, not to
cod d le, bu t to diligently challenge
our students, to instill in them not
only career options, but the range
of options made possib le through
experimentation and me~ningful
interpretation of data, ~lll determine the degree to which we ensure value in our educational experience.
The evenings I spent in several
of our residence halls in December and January assured me that
we have students who are hungry
to learn and eager to improve the
quality of life at Western. These
students are motivated, and they
are going to p~ss their e~uca~
tional expectatH~ns on t~IS wuversity. As we contmue to Lffiprove
the academic strength of our student body, we can expect those
educational expectattons to grow.
Our mission is to be nationally
competitive, particularly at the
undergraduat~ level, an~ t,o be of
optimum service to the cItizens of
the Commonwealth. We want to
be defined by the value we add to
the credentials of those students
who access us and to the collegiate experience which p rodu~es
the kind of infonned and dedtcated citizen this country so desperately needs.
Governor Patton has described
higher edu,catio,: as t.he economic
engine which Will dnve the fut u re
of the Commonwealth. He is
right. Our premium on teaching,
our penchant for relevant re-.
search, will indeed propel thiS
Commonwealth-especlally th.ose
27 counties which The CounClI on
Postsecondary Education has specificallyassigned to Western for
extended campus service, The
characterization of Western as a
regional institution, however, is
far more Gennane to our past
than to our future.
We must build into the fabric
and financial planning of th~ .institution a process which faCIlitates change. The intellectual
market doesn't force change in an
academic institution in the same
way that the ordinary market
does in the private sector. We
must ourserves be dedicated to
change in relevant and meaningful ways. It has been said that Of
all the forces acting on man,
change is the most beneficial and
the most difficult."
Next week, our Board of Regents will be asked to endorse a
group of universities to w.hich we
will compare our acadeffilc and
administrative performance on an
ongOing basis. Ilm;lUgh su~h
comparisons, we wili identtfy
strengths and weaknesses ~d
have cause to dedicate deciSIOns
and resources to bu ilding our
strengths and correcting our
weaknesses.
Next page
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By its July meeting, our Board
will review the planning process in
which this university hasoeen engaged For several years but in
which we have become focused in
recent months. Guided by a succinct vision And mission, the spirit
of recent legislation in Frankfort
and the realities of a Board-commissioned institutional review, we
are drawing a road map by which
our future progress will be measured.

JI
By the establishment of a group
of universities to which we can
compare our policies, actions, and
outcomes, we are establishing Ollr
parameters for change. We know
we must act and perIorrn in ways
that allow us to compare favorably
to institutions well recognized as
strong comprehensive universities
emphasizing the undergraduate
experience.
Measuring our performance
against an aspirational peer group
is one way to help chart a transformational course. Another way is to
incorporate the best and brightest
minas among our constituency into
our decision-making process. In
this regard, I am pleased to introduce to you today 80 individuals
who have agreed to serve on our
new Board of Advisors. These individuals bring a wealth of experience, intellect, and insight to Western. They met yesterday for the
first time, and they will meet annually for the next five years for the
purpose o~ assessing our progress
ana ensurmg that we as a UnIversity community stay focused on the
achievement of specific transformational goals.
Just as satisfied undergraduates
attract potential undergraduates,
successful alumni encourage success among alumni. By exposing
this group t6 the campus, and by
exposing the campus to this group,
we further open our doors to Bowling Green, to the Commonwealth,
and to the nation. Loyalty, ambition, and accomplishment will intrinsically link this Board of Advisors to Western's future. Will the
members of the Board of Advisors
please stand and be recognized.
This group, as of yesterday aftern oon, has refined and endorsed
five strategic goals to which we are
collectively dedicated over the next
five years. These goals are
grouped into five strategic areas
which broadly include: Student
Learning and Development; Attracting and Retaining Kentucky's
Most Talented Students; Attracting
and Retaining Strong Faculty and
Staff; Responding to -Public Educational, Social, Cultural, and Economic Needs; and, Improving Institutional Effectiveness and Efficiency.
By June 30, 2003, Western Kentucky University will achieve national prominence in the
University's stated Programs of
Distinction as measured by national standards for those disciplines. We will increase the average ACT Composite score for new
freshmen on the Main Campus to
22.5, increase the percentage of entering freshmen in the top 10 per-

Dr. Jim Ramsey for marshalling

cent of their high school class from
15 percent to 25 percent, or increase the average grade point ratio for incoming freshmen on the
Main Campus to above 3.0. We
will increase by 25 percent accessibility through Corrununity College
and -Extended Campus programs
as measured by enrolled credit
hours and award~ of Associate's,
Bachelor's, and Master's Degrees.
We will increase the retention rate
of first-time, full-time freshmen at
a rate of 2 percent a year for the
next five years.
We will increase by 10 percent
annually the number of students
and faculty engaged in intemationalleaming experiences. We
will increase the ethnic, gender,
and racial diversity of the student,
faculty, and staff population. All
Western graduates will demonstrate appropriate use of information tecMology to function competitively in their respective disciplines. At least 50 percent of classrooms, including instructional
laboratories, will be equipped as
"smart" classrooms. Western will
offer at least ten progI"ams for degrees or certification through the
Corrunonwealth Virtual University,
and Western's distance learning
enrollment will increase by 50 percent. We will increase by 20 percent the number of leadership development programs for botfi
Western students and area high
school students, increase by 20 percent the number of student life
programs available on the weekends, increase student participation in service activities by 20 percent, and student participation in
cultural activities by 25 percent,
and we will increase by -SO percent
the current average attendance for
each revenue-producing athletic
team.

the philosophical and financial resources of this State for higher
education and recognizing the
bold realities of such an investment. Yes, it is encouraging that
for the first time in over 20 years
the state will build an academic
building on the Western campus.
It is encouraging that this state, for
the first time in many years, is
willing to devote money to deferred maintenance. It IS encouraging to watch Western respond to
Hie state's mandate to identify academic programs of distinction and
to produce its own resources in order to leverage resources made
available by state goverrunent. It
is encouraWng that this legislature
has steppea forward to recognize
scholarly achievement among our
college-bound student population
through the creation ofa Merit
Scholarship program-because it's
the right thing to do and because
it wil[keep our best and brightest
students on our campuses. I also
know, however, that when the best
students in our state find that financial barriers are reduced-and
college-bound decisions are based
on strength of faculty, quality of
curriculwn and character of campus-then Western can become the
university of choice.
But let us not for one minute assume that state goverrunent ean
provide the means to propel Western to national prominence.
Frankfort is making up for lost
groWld and is providing an impetus, and indeed some incentives
for us to help ourselves, and as a
Western family help ourselves we
must.
The one corrunon denominator
among nationally-recognized institutions is the degree to which
those affiliated with an institution
take ownership in its prosperity.
This university has spent 92 years
cultivating a love affair with those
who havelived and worked and
grown up here. It is time for all
generations in the Western family,
young and old, and those of us in
the middle, to step forward and
cause Western to achieve its full
potential. Let us all dedicate ourselves to pennanency in this great
place. Buildings will come and
go, people wilfbe replaced, curricula will change, methods of
learning will adapt or evolve, but
two things will ensure pennanency ofthe Western Spirit: One,
sustained knowledge of our heritage, and two, the building of our
firiancial endowment. If each generation ensures that the next generation values our uniqueness and
supports our teaching and learning capacity, then we can all be assured that the Western spirit will
indeed exist forever.

We will identify and implement
a new business information and
Human Resource infonnation system, which utilizes a paperless employment application, compensation and promotion process, and
electronic storage of permanent financial and employee records.
We will achieve a level of $18
million a year in Sponsored Pro~rams. We will invest $60 milliqn
m public and private assets for
new facilities and capital improvements to existing facilities on the
Main Campus and $20 million for
Extended Campus facilities. In
this regard, we will also restore the
campus to the park-like atmosphere and architectural integrity
enjoyed by previous generations of
Western students. The
University's combined endowment
will Wow to $50 million and will
include at least ten new endowed
faculty positions and 25 new endowed scholarships. Private gift
support will grow to a level of $10
nu1lion a year. The University's
deferred gift inventory will reach a
level of $25 million, and we will
achieve 20 percent participation
among alumni in tile University's
Annual Fund.

There are a number of things
that set the university apart from
other segments of SOCiety. Shared
governance and academic freeaom are two, but the concept of
endowment is rooted in higher
education and is the one variable
which will ensure that higher education-and Western-will exist in
perpetuity. Let us dedicate ourselves to ensuring financial sol-

I am extremely fortunate to be returning to Western at a time when
things are possible. I personally
want to corrunend Governor Paul
Patton, Speaker Jody Richards, and
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veney for future generations of
Western students, faculty, staff and
alumni. An appreciation of our
heritage and a strong endowment
are thfugs that we must provide all
future generations.
I've used the follOWing example
often in recent months because it is
a dramatic way to illustrate the
pennanency which endowment affords our colleges and universities.
Since the year1500, 62 social institutions have existed without interruption in the Western World.
Two are nations: England and
Sweden. Two are churches: the
Catholic and the Lutheran church;
and 58 are colleges or Wliversities.
The constants among those universities of the ages are tradition and
endowment. Those which survive
have defined their character and
established the financial capacity
to sustain that character. An Endowed Chair or an Endowed
Scholarship will fulfill its intended
purpose for hundreds and even
thousands, of years.
The extraordinary phenomenon
we call education is uniquely defined at Western because we engage the entire campus and the entire Western family. The classroom, the laboratory, the athletic
field, the dining han, the library,
the residence hall, the President's
Home, the Downing Center, the
Preston Center, Thompson Complex, the Kentucky Building,
Diddle Arena, Cherry Hal!, Grise
Hall, the buildihgs whkh1surround us, and buildings soon to go
up in Elizabethtown and Glasgow,
all become places where we enjoy
ideas, learn, and get serious about
having fun. It is time for all of
those associated with Westernalumni, faculty, staff, students,
parents, legislators, and friends-to
renew our shared commitment to
the values embodied in the spirit
of Western-a spirit which transcends time and person.
In closing, I share one additional
thought about excellence. With
the plethora of books and articles
on the subject in recent years, an
observation the Poet Hesoid made
in 724 B.C. may capture it best:
"Badness you can ~et easily, in
guantity; the road IS smooth and it
lies close by. But in front of excellence, the immortal Gods have put
sweat, and long and steep is the
way to it, and rough at first, but
when you come to the top, then it
is easy, even though it is hard ."

Our vision is bold. Our journey
w ill not be easy, but together we
will achieve. H owever hard it
may be, we are a family attuned to
its mission, proud of its past, and
prepared for the future.
You honor me and you honor my
family in investing the Office of
the President to my care, in this
special place, on top of this Hill. 1
fonnally accept the Presidency of
Western Kentucky University. 1
pledge to you and to the citizens of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
my dedication to these responsibilities and my fidelity to the trust
you have placed in me, and I ask
you to join me in the transformation of Western to an institution for
the ages. Thank you.
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Grant will help rural community development
limited English proficiency. H successful,
the model will be expublic relations major from Frankfort,
panded to other areas in cooperaKy.
tion with the UK Cooperative ExWestern Kentucky University's
Department of Agriculture has re- tension Service.
"Few Americans know how to
ceived a $220,000 grant from the
U.s. Department of Agriculture to speak Spanish to explain a proceimplement a community develop- dure to the Latino workers and,
likewise, the Latinos don't lUlderment program in selected rural
stand
English well enough to perKentucky communities.
form
and
know the hazards of
The grant is from the Fund For
Rural America, a government pro- their work," Coffey said. "This
grant and the program that
gram designed to help rural
evolves
from it will hopefully
American farmers and producers
change that."
and improve the communities in
Coffey said
which they live.
that
the pro"This grant will enable us to help
gram, develfanners and their employees to
oped
as a
better communicate with one anfou r-year
other and help solve some probstudy,
l~ms brought about by cultural
will probarriers," said David Coffey, a
vide a
WKU professor of agriculture.
system
"With that accomplished, they can
of both
increase production in dairy, vegcultural
etable, tobacco or swine."
and
Project P.L.O.W. (People learning Others' Ways) has been needed community
for the last 15 years, Coffey said.
educaWhile limited work has been contion. He
ducted by the University of Kensaid that
tucky Cooperative Extension Serif successful,
vice, little has been done outside
all
involved will
tobacco production, he said.
learn more about
"With the influx of non-Amerione another 's
can workers coming from places
lifestyle and backlike Mexico and Central America,
ground and work better
better communication materials
together.
are necessary to solve the prob"lfboth understand one anlems," he said. "Someone just
other and their culture and lanneeded to take the initiative."
guage, it will make getting a comThe grant addresses several
mon task accomplished much simproblems found within the farmp ler," Coffey said.
ing and production arenas in
The first step will be an assessplaces like Daviess County where
ment
of the problems faCing the pithe initial work will be done. The
lot community. Next will be a seproblems include language barriries of classes educating the farmers between American and Latino
ers and workers on subjects related
workers and health risks due to

By Stephanie Sina, a sophomore

to agricultural production.
"By learning more about the
people working for them, producers will utilize the workers more
effectively," Coffey said.
At the same time, permanent
workers will be learning English
and U.S. culture so they can better
relate. Coffey admits that he's not
sure of the exact direction since it's
an unprecedented road he and his
colleagues are traveling.
"It's a work in progress," Coffey
said. "This is a unique program

with
lew
• •
role models to guide
us. It'll be an
interesting journey."
In addition to the work of various agencies throughout the state,
including local, regional and statewide organizations benefiting
from the project, Coffey said that
students in WKU's agriculture and
nursing programs will see some
rewards as well.
"Students will be used to
shadow the producers and learn

about these problems firsthand: 1
he said. "They will also see the solutions they design and develop
being applied to real-world situations."
Coffey added that this up close
and personal view will help the
students both now and in the fu-

ture.
"They're going to be ruJUling the
business in a few years," he said.
"It's good for them to know the
problems modern farmers and
workers are facing."
For the nursing students,
it's a chance to see and learn
more about the health problems
in farming and how they can
educate workers and others
about health and safety issues
in farming.
Other WKU departments
involved in the program are
English, Nursing and Sociology
and there will be a liaison from
Apollo High School in Owens·
boro. Findings from the program will also be shared with
agenCies such as the UK Cooperative Extension Service, Kentucky Farm Bureau, the Council for Burley Cooperatives, Kentucky Pork Producers, Kentucky
Nurserymen and the Kentucky
Dairy Council.
The four-year study is set to begin in May and Coffey said it's
something he looks forward to beginning.
" It's a tremendous opportunity
to help so many people at once,"
he said. "The producers and
workers will learn more about one
another and we'll hopefully learn
more about '.3.ys to make the
farming industry here in western
Kentucky, and the rest of the state,
better."

Learning the latest in thermal analysis
The Department of Chemistry hosted its annual short course on Thermal Analysis Applications for Materials for nearly 80 chemists at the South
Campus April 30 and May l.
Participants came from both industry and education from eight states
to the workshop which is held every other year.
Workshop director was Dr. Wei~Ping Pan, Sumpter professor of chemistry and director of WKU's Thermal Analysis Laboratory which is housed in the
Materials Characterization Center in the Department of Chemistry.
Dr. John Riley is director of the Center which has as its principal
function to participate in applied. research and developmental activities with
various agencies.
Thermal Analysis Instruments sponsored this year's workshop, and
many of the speakers were from TA Instruments.
Participants received two days of training in the latest techniques, plus
a tour of WKU's on-<:ampus facility.
In the photo at left, Dr. Pan, right, provides instruction to participants
during one of the workshop's sessions.
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I PROFESSIONAl ACTIVITIES
Accounting and Finance

Dr. Jan Colbert, Accounting, has had published Aflditing
Standa rds on Fraud: SIAS 3 and SAS
82 in internal Auditing. May / June
1998, with coau thor Wayne Alderman.
Dr. M inwoo Lee presented

Tile Effect ofCompensa fioll Scheme
01/ Employee Satisfaction under
Different Management Accounting
jnfo rmation Systems Quality and
j"jormatiorl Asymmetry at the
Northeast Regional Meeting of the
American Accounting Association
in New Ham pshire. Coauthor was
Keehong Rhee.
Business Services

Gary Meszaros presented

Marketillg Card Services Outside the
University: A Case Study in Success
at the 1998 CardTech/5ecurTech
lnternational Conference in Washington, D.C.
Consumer and Family Sciences

Dr. Joyce Rasdall, p rofessor of Consumer Sciences, presented Collaborative Intenor Design

Student Projects: Partnering with
Community Resources at the 76th
annual conference of the Kentucky
Association of Family and Consumer Sciences in lexington, Ky.
Dr. M artha Jenk ins,
professor of Consumer Sciences,
serves as adviser to the state
student chapter of the organization.

a seminar on Enhancing Teaching
With Technology at the fourth
annual EcononUcs Teaching
Workshop at the University of
Kentucky.
Dr. J. Richard Shannon
and Dr. Ronald E. Milliman
presented A Study of the Frequency

of Use and tile Perceived Effectiveness
of Various Techniques for Teachi1lg
Personal Selling in Universities at
the national Sales Management
meetings in Norfol k, Va .
Dr. Felicia Lassk presented Salesperson Job In volvement:

Do Demographic, Situatio1lal, and
Market Variables matter? She also
served as a chair for papers dealing with Compensation Reward, and

Salesperson Support Issues.
Dr. Lassk's activity-based
learning assignment, How to

Compete Against Wal-mart: A
Variation on Tileme was published
in Great Ideas.for Teaching Marketing, fourth edition, 1998, pp . 37-39.
English

Joe M illichap presented

The Cultural ConstrnctiOtI of William
Faulkller's railroads in 'Go DOU1I1,
Moses' on the William Faulkner
panel at the Society for the Study
of Southern Literature 1998 Conference in Charieston,SC. He also
was a 1998 nominee for the SSSL's
executive council.
Dr. Millichap presented
Robert Peml Warren s Fictive Railroads on a panel concerned with
Warren's fiction at the annual
meeting of the Robert PelU1 Warren Circle at Austin Peay State
University. He was appointed to a
three-yea r term on the Circle's
Board of Directors .

Economics and Marketing

Dr. Cath y Carey p resented

Geography an d Geology

Dr. David Keeling had a
chapter, Transportation, Regional

Development, and Economic Potential
in Mexico, published in Noble et.
a!. (eds.) Regional Deyelopment
and Planning in an e@ of Change.
Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing Ltd ., 1998 He also had published Viva 10 Diferetlcia! in the
Newsletter of the European Specialty Group of the AAG, Vol. 6 (I ):
1998.
Dr. Keeling also has had
two book reviews published: The

Cambridge Survey of World Migration by Robin Cohen, editor,
Special Libraries Association
Bulletin, Geography and Maps
Division 185: 47-47, 1997, and The

Other Argentina: The Interior and
National Development by lArry
Sawers, The Geographical Review
86 (3): 481 -482.
Keeling presented the
keynote lecture for Geography
Awareness Week, Is Space the Fillal

Frolltier? The Role of Geography in
tile New Millennium, Departmen t of
Geology and Geography, Eastern
Illinois University, Charleston IL.
Dr. Mark Lowry had
published lAst Days of Moritz
Thomse'l, The South American
Explorer, No. 51, Spring 1998,
pp.12-20.
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SA GB(·Groebner Bases over a PID at
the American Mathematical Society special session on Computational Commutative Algebra,
which she also co-organized.
She presented Effective
Algorithms for Computing SAGBIGroebner Bases at 33 years of
Groebner Bases, a conference held in
Linz, Austria.

John Spraker, Daniel Biles
and Mark Robinson had Plannitlg
a Trip published in Transactions of
the Kentucky Academy of Science,
Vol. 58, No. 2, pp . 92-95 (1997).
Several faculty gave short
courses or presentations at the
Kentucky Section of the Mathematical Association of America
meeting at Morehead State University:

Technology Throughout the
Curriculum, Dr. David Neal;
Another Look at Sine and
Cosine Form ulas, Dr. James
Barksdale;

Painting Gabriel's Horn, Dr.
Barry Brunson;

Using TechflOlogy in Algebra
alld Calculus, Dr. Claus Ernst;
Common approximatioll
Teclmiques and Image Compression,
Dr. Bruce Kessler;

Mathematics

Claus Ernst with Y. Diao
and E.J.J. van Rensbu rg, has
published In Search of a Good
Polygonal Knot Energy Function in
the Journal of Knot Theory and Its
Ramifications. Vol. 6, No. 5, pp.
633-657 (1997).
Dr. Lyn Miller, Vice Chair
of the Kentucky Section of the
Mathematical Association of
America, presented Alternate

Methods fo r Computing SAGBI and

Numen·cal Approximation of
Improper Integrals, Dr. M ark
Robinson.
Nursing

Donna Blackb urn, Associate
Professor, co-authored Effects of a

Cognitive-BeJulUioral lnteroentiotl for
Women with Rheumatoid Arthritis in
the August 1998 issue of Research
in Nursing & Hea lth.

Continued on
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WKU faculty member develops probe that sniffs out drugs
Dr. George Vourvopoulos, a
physics professor at Western
Ken tucky University and d i~
rector of the WKU Applied
Physics Institute, has been
awarded a $600,000 contract
from the Office of National
Drug Control Policy to develop a probe for sniffing out
illegal drugs such as cocaine
and heroin.
'"'This contract will enable us
to make an instrument to help
in the war on drugs by allowing drug enforcement officials
to control the shipments of
drugs from various ports of
entry," Dr. Vourvopoulos said.
"'Irs an interception tool for

drug smuggling."
Dr. Vourvopoulos said that
the contract is a result of a call
for p roposals from Dr. Albert
Brandenstein, the director of
the Drug Control Policy's

drugs without an intrusive
search," he said. "Irs an outside
rather internal way of searching."
Dr. Vourvopoulos said that the
probe works by detecting the
chemical elements in containers.
He said the ratios of chemicals
found in compounds like diesel
fuel and oil are different from
drugs like cocaine and heroin.
" Diesel and oil contain carbon,
h ydrogen, and oxygen," he said ,
'"'But so does cocaine. The difference is the amount that's
presenL"
The proposal is a two--year
otudy. The first year will be
spent building the probe and the
second will be spent d oing field
tests and experiments to measure
the probe's effectiven ess.
Other departments that will as-oiot the Ap plied Physics Inotitute
in the probe development p ro-

Counterdrug Technology Assessment Center, in 1996. The center
was looking for techniques and
proposals in developing a probe
that could be used to do outside
searches of cargo on ships, trucks
and other transportation vehicles.
""They wanted a device that
could be used to search areas of,
say, a ship that would otherwise
take many months and countless
money to take apart and inspect,"
h e said, adding hio p roposal
would make the searches easier
and faster.
The probe that Dr.
Vourvopoulos proposed is 2-3
feet long with a 2-3 inch diameter
similar to a tube. Inside the tube
are nuclear components that can
penetrate more powerfully than
x-rays - through up to three
inches of lead.
"It's a method of investigating a
container to see if it contains
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cess include p h ysics, chemistry
and computer science.
"'Undergraduate studen ts in
various disciplines are heavily
involved in the probe d evel op~
ment," he said. "'They work
m ainly on the researth aspects."
" If this is successful, this
p robe will be h elpful to the
U.s. Department of Customs,
the Coast Guard and the Drug
Enforcement Agency."
For hil part, Dr.
Vourvopoulos said his goals for
the project are simple - de-velop a probe that will be suc·
cessful.
'"'I want to make something
that will be a practical probe
usable for anyone," he said.
"'This is a device that can be of
great help to a wide range of
people:"
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Orientation-Advisement-Registration (OAR), Transfers and Readmissions- All Colleges. 8 a.m . Various campus locations. Sharon Dyrsen, 502745-4242. (All numbers at WKU are area code 502 unless otherwise specified).
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Final examinations, first summer session. Academic Services. 745-4242.
Kiwanis Club Fireworks. Smith Stadium. Amee Myers., 745-4395.

3
University is dosed in observance of Independence Day Holiday.

l£jt to right: Trad Paul, assistant vice president for partnership marketing, First USA,
Wendell Strode, president-elect, WKU alumni Association and WKU President Gary
A. RiJnsdell.

6
Classes begin for second session courses.

First USA Bank establishes Alumni Association
Endowment with $1 million gift

Firstsearch WWWWorkshop. 2:30---4 p.m. Helm Library. 745-6115.

The Western Kentucky University Alumni Association has received a
substantial check from FIRST USA Bank to establish an endowment to
support the ongoing programs and services of the Association.
This endowment will enable the Alumni Association to expand and
strengthen its programs such as Homecoming, the ALUMNI magazine,
the Alumni Club Network, and faculty awards. The commitment was
made as Western and First USA Signed a seven-year contract to renew
the institution's affinity credit card program.
Western has had an affinity credit card agreement with First USA since
1994.
"The affinity credit card market is extremely lucrative right now and
we have been very pleased with the customer sel1lic~ and, the quality of
the p roduct pr8vided by First USA," said Donald Smith, d irector of annual giving. "So, when it came time to renegotiate the contract and First
USA presented a very attractive offer, it was an easy decision for us to
make to continue our relationship with them."
More than 10,000 alumni and friends currently use the WKU VISA
card. "The significant commitment First USA has made to Western
demonstrates their faith in the institution, and we are grateful for their
generous support," Smith said.
First USA Bank, a credit card issuer based in Wilmington, DeL, is
owned by Bane One Corp . from Chicago. Banc One is the second-largest issuer of credit cards with more than $60 billion in managed receivab les.
Traci Paul, assistant vice president for partnership marketing with
First USA, said: "We are very pleased to have the WKU p rogram and
are extremely excited about extending our partnership. nus is an ideal
agreement for both parties."

7

8
Info Trac Searchbank WWW Workshop. 3-4 p.m. Helm Library. 7456U5.

9
WWW Elec tronic Research Workshop-Birding on the Web. 7 p.m.
South Campus. 745-6115.

10
41st annllal Faculty /Staff Golf Tournament. 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. tee
times. Hobson Grove Golf Course. Intramural Recreation. 745-6060.

27
O rientation-Advisement-Registration. Transfers and Readmissions, All
Colleges. 8 a.m. Va rious campus locations. Sharon Dyrsen. 745-4242.

31
Board of Regents Meeting. TBA. President's Office. 745-4346.
University High Reunion. Various campus locations. Alumni Affairs.
745-4395.

Continued from page 10

tronic Tournal of Health Education.
1,80-89.
Richard Wilson p resented Vio-

Su san Jones, Associate Professor, presented Community Based

lence Prevention Preparation: A Survey of Colleges of Edllcation and Departments of Teacher Education with

Professional Acti vities

Nursing Education: Promoting Agricultural Health and Safety in Country
Stores at the 10th annual Rural
Nursing Conference in Greeley,
CO.
Public Health

Henry Baughman's been appointed to the governor's Commission on Sports, Physical Activity and Wellness.
Catherine Schuster presented

Let's Not Forget About Elders! an Argument In Support of More Health
Education Programs for People 65
Years and Older at the Kentucky
Public Health Association 50th annual convention in Louisville, Ky.
She had Frequency of condom use

among college students: a social cognitive theory based explanation published in the International Elec-

Donald Nims, Educational leadership at the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education
in New Orleans.
Sociology

Kathy Kalab delivered two
invited presentations at the University of Nebraska: Student Excuses: A Nineties Update, an initiation address for Alpha Kappa
Delta, the international sociology
honor society, and a colloquium on

Growing Old in Japan .
Training and Technical Assistance
Services

'Know[eJge q>met hut wisiJom [inqers. It l""JI not he i)ii(icu[t to
store up m ti)e mm/) a vast quant7tJ) witJ;in a COHfparativelJJ sbort
time, hut tI;e abi[it,JI to form juiJgments requires tJ)e severe i)isciprine of bari) work anJ t/;e tempering !;eat of experience ani)
maturity.'
-Calvin eoo/iiJge

Colleen Mendel was one of six
nationwide to be reCOgnized for
special contributions to training in
specialty areas at the National
Head Start Association's 25th
annual Conference in Seattle.
11
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